
I am pleasantly surprised to see the amount of
mechanisation on the production floors and how these
yards had leveraged technology to revamp various work
processes in the shipyards. I was told that Jurong
Shipyard achieved a major milestone in June this year
when it successfully executed a new rig-building
technique, the first of its kind, to skid and mate a 14,000
tonne upper hull over the lower hull of a new semi-
submersible rig. This is a great testimony of the process
innovation techniques employed in the industry.

Dr Ng Eng Hen, Acting Minister for Manpower at the 35th Anniversary of the
Association Of Singapore Marine Industries, October 23, 2003

INNOVATION
& TECHNOLOGY
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As part of our strategy for sustainable growth, we
continued to differentiate ourselves in new products,
innovative processes, better services, superb quality,
timely delivery as well as new and specialised capabilities.

SHIP REPAIR INNOVATIONS

Stablisher Studs
During the year, Jurong Shipyard’s Machinery and
Electrical Section invented the Stablisher Studs. By
providing ground support during lifting, Stablisher Studs
reduced the risk of piston damage and accidents
compared to the traditional method of using two
overhead cranes to manoeuvre the piston rod via wire
ropes and shackles at both ends. Apart from safety
improvements, this simple yet innovative invention
would yield savings of $32,000 a year from improved
productivity and reductions in man-hour cost and
machine breakdown time. It also won the second prize
in the first Marine Innovation Awards (Innovative
Suggestion Category) jointly organised by the Marine
Group Local Industries Upgrading Programme.

Flare Method for Heating Coils
A handy flare device was invented by employees in
Jurong Shipyard’s Machinery & Electrical Section to
perform flaring work inside the cargo oil tank. This was
a more effective way than the previous brazing sleeve
method which was more difficult to control and prone
to overheating leading to flare joint leakage and sleeve
failure caused by air pockets. Productivity increased
and repair schedule shortened by 30 per cent, with
estimated savings of $50,000 per year.

New Cradle Roller
The new Cradle Roller, a device developed by Jurong
Shipyard’s Machinery & Electrical Section for the removal
of damaged main engine bedplates, had dramatically
shortened the work time from two days to just a few
hours. Unlike special skidding rollers previously used
which were more prone to damage from the tremendous
rubbing forces exerted by the bedplate and skidding
platform, the New Cradle Roller was more sturdy and
durable. Made of high tensile materials and locked to
the shaft by pins, this innovative invention was able to
move freely and withstand the weight exerted. The
improved productivity from the fast set-up and
completion time resulted in savings of about $177,800
per annum.

Leveraging in Technology & Nurturing a Culture of Innovation

RIG CONSTRUCTION INNOVATION

Innovative Load-out and Mating-in-Dock Method
A significant rig construction milestone was achieved
by Jurong Shipyard when it developed an innovative
“Dry-Dock Load-Out and Mating Process” for
constructing semi-submersible oil drilling rigs. This
achievement won national acclaim when it clinched the
prestigious Innovation of the Year 2003 Award conferred
by SPRING Singapore, which recognised outstanding
innovations that had resulted in significant operational
improvements.

This innovative method allowed the shipyard to construct
the upper and lower hulls simultaneously and to load-
out and mate them safely in a drydock. In contrast,
conventional methods involved the building and stacking
of the different parts of the rig either on the high seas
or on land.  Such methods carried inherent safety risks
and involved a longer production time.  Instead of using
heavy lift cranes, Jurong Shipyard’s new method allowed
for the creative use of water energy and floatation
techniques to assemble the upper and lower hulls. As
a result, the hulls could be perfectly aligned, something
that was difficult to achieve for work carried out at sea.

In conceptualising the innovative method, the
management teams comprising key members from
project management, engineering and offshore
departments brainstormed and identified the constraints
and potential problems of the project. The teams also
collaborated with PPL Shipyard and external consultants.
Research and development were also conducted on
the load-out and mating operation, and structure
responses collected and analysed.  Different engineering
softwares were used and external expertise tapped.

The semi-submersible mating in dry-dock method was
new to the offshore and marine industry. Some of the
unique features included no welding between upper
and skidding truss, skidding beams and supporting
truss and minimum installation and removal time of
supporting structure. This was also the fastest mating
process in the region with a high level of quality and
accuracy. The innovation also addressed the customers’
needs for safety, delivery, quality and cost-effectiveness
and efficiency. Since its introduction, this innovation
enabled Jurong Shipyard to expand into the niche
market as a world leader in building sophisticated deep-
water semi-submersible oil rigs and enhanced
Singapore’s competitiveness in the global marine
industry.

Load-out operation completed with the upper
and lower hulls ready for mating. During mating
operation, the lower hulls were floated to merge
with the upper hull.

1 Simultaneous Construction of Upper and Lower Hulls

2 Floating of Lower Hulls into Position

3 Load-Out Operation

4 Mating Operation

The load-out of the upper hull over the lower hulls using
four computer-controlled hydraulic-operated strand jacks.

Mating operation completed with upper
hull fully connected with the lower hulls.

The lower hulls, consisting of two pairs of pontoons
and columns, were built separately in JSPL’s No. 5
Drydock.

The semi-submersible’s upper hull, measuring 8.6
metres in height and 75 metres in length and width,
was built over a skid truss on reinforced land in
front of the No.3 ULCC Drydock. It was fully outfitted
with installations, including a drilling tower.

The lower hulls shifted into position at No.3
ULCC Drydock prior to load-out and mating
operations.

The lower hulls being towed to the No.3 ULCC
Drydock, which measures 380 metres in length,
80.2 metres in width and 14 metres in depth.

Construction of the world’s most advanced &
sophisticated 5th generation deepwater semi-
submersible drilling rig for GlobalSantaFe Corporation
using the Load-Out & Mating-in-Dock Method.

• Dimension: 98.82m (length) x 80.2m (width) x 36m (main deck height)
• Lightship weight (gross): 28,000 metric tons
• Operating water depth: 2286m

To facilitate the load-out operation, the upper hull and skid
truss were connected to 12 skid shoes. The keel blocks and
supporting truss were then laid on the ULCC Drydock. The
skidding beam on which the upper hull was skidded on had
a length of 188 metres, inclusive of land and drydock area.

The successful development of this method is the result of the
cross-fertilization of ideas and collaborative efforts of the
management, employees, partners and consultants.

Our People. Our Pride.

The Load-Out & Mating-in-Dock Method
for Construction of Drilling Rigs

Innovation At Its Best

In the search for a unique and innovative technique of building drilling rigs, the Jurong Shipyard management and project teams developed
the world’s first Load-Out & Mating-in-Dock Method for building a semi-submersible within the controlled environment of a drydock.

This innovative method puts Jurong Shipyard at the technological forefront of the offshore engineering and rig construction industries,
and consolidates our position as one of the premier yards in Asia.
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SHIPBUILDING INNOVATIONS

Bulb Plate Fitting Device
The introduction of a special fitting jig developed by
employees in the Hull Steel Construction Section helped
to facilitate the installation of bulb plates that resulted
in productivity gains. The Bulk Plate Fitting Device
simplified the work process by eliminating the need to
weld lug pieces and wedges during operations, leading
to savings of about $20,000 per newbuilding project
from the reduction in man-hour cost.

Flat Plate Clamping Jig
The process of plate-joining was simplified through the
use of the Flat Plate Clamping Jig, a device which
automatically aligns the plates.  This innovative invention
eliminated the need to weld and remove strong-backs,
a more time-consuming and inefficient method of
aligning as it left marks on the plate that required
additional grinding. Conceived by Jurong Shipyard’s
Production Control/Production Development
Department and its subsidiary Jurong Marine
Contractors, this relatively low-cost set-up was estimated
to yield significant savings of $126,000 annually.

Adjustable Lifting Lug
Efficiency was enhanced when employees of Jurong
Integrated Services implemented a new Adjustable
Lifting Lug for the fabrication and lifting of bulk plate
panels. Replacing the use of eye-pieces, the device
eliminated the need for welding and sped up the work
process, leading to cost-savings of $30,000 per year.

Dust Purifier for Environmental Control
To increase productivity and better control of dust levels
during tank blasting operations, a team from Jurong
Shipyard’s Pipefitting Section developed the Dust Purifier.
This device, securely positioned over the entrance hatch,
contained the dust generated and absorbed it via an
air-jet vacuum to a purifying unit where it would be
washed and drained away. The introduction of this Dust
Purifier led to a cleaner working environment and
reduced health risks for workers. Production efficiency
also improved as workers could now perform other
tasks simultaneously while tank blasting was in progress.
The Dust Purifier clinched the Gold award at the 2003
Marine Industry Safety Innovation Team convention
organised by the Association of Singapore Marine Industries
and Silver award at the Ministry of Manpower’s National
Safety Innovation Team Convention. More research would
be carried out to adapt this innovative invention for open
blasting and shipside blasting operations.

Safety Improvement: Portable T-clamp
Further safety improvements resulted from the use of
the Portable T-clam to secure panel sections during
steel panel assembly, a process in shipbuilding
operations. Developed by Jurong Shipyard’s Production
Control/Production Development Department and
Jurong Marine Contractors, this innovative invention
won Gold awards at two Safety Innovation Team
conventions organised by Association of Singapore
Marine Industries and the Ministry of Manpower. This
device greatly reduced the risks of safety hazards
associated with traditional methods, such as support
unpredictably giving way, wedges slipping off and crack
welds forming at the support end. With its
implementation, Jurong Shipyard achieved a 97 per
cent reduction in accident occurrences and total actual
cost savings of $70,000 yearly.

SMARTime Management System
The time management system that employees at Jurong
Shipyard used to clock-in and out of work was operated
by a common Palm IIIc personal digital assistant.
However, this PDA ran on a totally different technology
known as SMARTime. It combined the Palm operating
system with Clarinet Infrared networking and radio
frequency identification (RFIS) technology. Since the
installation of SMARTime, the process for employees
and contractors to clock-in and out of the shipyard
became more efficient. The previous system, made up
of barcodes and infrared readers, took 45 to 60 minutes
to register the total workforce clock-in per day.
SMARTime completed the process in just less than 10
minutes. SMARTime could also be used to set and
record complex schedule of activities. This highly
accurate system offered time attendance tracking that
was virtually paperless and did not require manual data
processing. And because it was easy to troubleshoot,
it was less costly to maintain as well.

INTELLECTUAL PROPERTIES IN DESIGNS AND
SOLUTIONS

Proprietary Design in Container Ship
Leveraging its experience and heritage in building small
to medium-sized container ships, Jurong Shipyard
developed its own proprietary design in container ships.
The shipyard’s foray into the building of container ships
began in 1997 with an order of four units of the 830 TEU
series container ships that the shipyard designed and
built in-house. The 830 TEU series had the ability to
carry 568 TEU containers on deck and 263 TEU in the
cargo hold.  Following its earlier success, the shipyard
built on its experience to construct six 1,078 TEU
containerships. Each of these vessels measured 154m
x 25m x 13.6m and had a service speed of 19.5 knots,
with the ability to accommodate up to 200 FEU of reefer
containers, with 124 FEU on deck and 76 FEU in hold.

Jurong Shipyard then progressed to modify and enhance
its design to build more sophisticated container vessels
under the 2,500 TEU series. Two such units were built
for Reederei Karl Schlüter during the year. One unit,
Thomas Mann was delivered in November 2003 and
another unit would be due in October 2004.  At 2,500
TEU, Thomas Mann represented a milestone
achievement for Jurong Shipyard as it was the largest
and most advanced of its kind developed and built
locally in Singapore. Designed for quality, durability and
performance, the container ships in this series were
capable of carrying high container intake at fast speed
of up to 23 knots.  Even at an economic speed of 21.6
knots, they were able to outperform the best of their
equals in transportation efficiency.

In 2004, the Shipyard would be building four container
ships for Wan Hai Lines under the 2,600 TEU series.
The latest 2,600 TEU vessels represented a milestone
for the shipyard.   While similar in dimension and speed
to the 2,500 version, the 2,600 TEU featured design
enhancements such as the addition of a lashing bridge
and an increase in container carrying capacity.  The
improved 2,600 TEU series would have the ability to
load two tiers of high-cube containers in hold, as
compared to one tier in the earlier design.  While both
could stow 958 TEU in hold, the 2,600 TEU would be
capable of accommodating up to 2,646 TEU, including
1,688 TEU on deck and 958 TEU in hold in contrast to
1628 TEU for the 2,500 TEU series.

Proprietary Design in Jack-up
The Baker Marine Pacific Class 375 Deep Drilling
Offshore Jack-up Rig was a proprietary design
developed by PPL Shipyard. Incorporated in the design
of the Rig was the Baker Marine Time Tested Proprietary
Jacking System that could withstand storms without
the use of a Rack Chock System. The Rig was equipped
to drill high pressure and high temperature wells of
more than 30,000 feet.

One such jack-up drilling unit had since been ordered
by Kristiansand Drilling with delivery scheduled for first
quarter of 2006. When completed, the ultra deep drilling
jack-up rig would be capable of operation in water
depth of 375 feet and drilling depths of 30,000 feet.

The latest jack-up design was not a first for PPL Shipyard,
which saw the commissioning of 57 Baker designed jack-
up rigs, the largest of any design back then in the 1980s.



INNOVATIVE BUSINESS ALLIANCES

More than 15 years ago, Jurong Shipyard mooted the
innovative idea of an “alliance” with its customers. It
was recognised then that capitalising on such
arrangement would lead to benefits such as market
enlargement, quality improvement, reasonable pricing
and better service. Since then, the development of long
term partnerships and alliances have provided a stable
clientele base which contribute an average 25 to 35 per
cent of our ship repair revenues each year. Apart from
the baseload orderbook, these partnerships enable
both parties to develop and improve on our systems
and cost structures, and helps us to serve our customers
better.

ChevronTexaco and Jurong Shipyard 15-Year Alliance
The management of ChevronTexaco (previously known
as Chevron Shipping Company) shared Jurong Shipyard’s
belief in alliances for mutual benefits. Based on its
premise: “You cannot repair ships with adversaries”,
ChevronTexaco became Jurong Shipyard’s alliance
partner on November 30, 1989, deepening a business
relationship that started in May 1966.

Since then, ChevronTexaco’s had found a staunch
alliance partner in the Far East, docking and overhauling
more than 200 ships in a variety of sizes at Jurong
Shipyard. Its commitment to Jurong Shipyard was
demonstrated on July 22, 1996 when it docked the
world’s largest Ultra Large Crude Carrier, the  413,159
dwt S.S. Chevron South America, in support of the
Shipyard’s newly opened ULCC drydock.
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The relationship which started in May 1966 when the
very first vessel Chevron Brisbane drydocked in Jurong
Shipyard was cemented with the signing of the alliance,
has seen more than 250 ships in a variety of sizes docked
and overhauled in Jurong Shipyard.

STASCo and Sembawang Shipyard e-collaboration
Portal
Sembawang Shipyard and Shell International Trading
and Shipping Company Limited (STASCo) also entered
into a highly innovative evergreen alliance agreement
on ship repair. In December 1998 Sembawang Shipyard
was chosen as STATCo’s alliance partner for the refit of
its fleet trading in the Far East.  With the alliance, both
companies transformed the conventional owner-shipyard
relationship into a forward-looking partnership with a
clear focus on achieving both short and long term
mutually compatible goals.

Resulting from this partnership was the joint
development of the first-ever ship-repair alliance e-
collaboration portal – an innovative web-based
application designed to facilitate ship refits between
Sembawang Shipyard and its alliance partners.  Its key

features included increased visibility, rapid notification
and response to refit project management. It also
enabled  integration with Shipyards’ Enterprise Resource
Planning backend and specialised project management
applications such as scheduling, budgeting, cost
management. It also featured an on-line inventory
management application and integration with marine
and offshore e-procurement hubs, which enabled the
management of the procurement and logistics aspects
of the refits from anywhere in the world.

“Chevron is proud to have developed a very
successful business relationship with Jurong
Shipyard, which began in May 1966 … we will
continue to bring our vessels to this very
productive, customer-focused, and well equipped
facility, with its highly skilled workforce and
responsive management. Chevron and Jurong
are committed to similar values in our business
perspectives, most notably in protecting people
and the environment. Our focus on safety and
environmental protection will always take
precedence over expediency and economics.”

Mr M.V. Short, Shipping Manager of Pacific Region, Repair
& Maintenance Division, ChevronTexaco at the S.S. Chevron
South America ceremony.

“STASCo is pleased that our alliance partnership
with Sembawang Shipyard has resulted in safer
repairs, reduced refit time and improved quality
of repairs thus achieving greater end user value
at reduced cost. This shows how innovative
thinking can create value for both partners. We
are indeed pleased to be the first in the marine
world to launch such a Portal.”

Mr Jan Kopernicji, Vice President of Shipping in STASCo




